Netgenium have partnered with Hikvision offering an integrated solution that combines Netgenium’s IP PoE Speaker products and Hikvision’s NVR and CCTV cameras.

The integration allows pre-recorded audio files stored on the Netgenium IP PoE Speakers to be triggered from events sent across the IP network from the Hikvision NVR.

This solution could be used in many circumstances on a site including –

- Automatically play security announcements if movement detected in secure areas
- Automatically announce welcome messages when visitors arrive
- Automatically announce special offers to customers in a retail environment
- Activate a site wide lockdown message

Features of the integrated solution include –

- Communication from the NVR to IP PoE Speakers via the IP network
- Motion detection on CCTV cameras trigger IP Speaker pre-recorded announcements
- Alarm input on NVR triggers IP PoE Speaker pre-recorded announcements
- NVR can command single or multiple IP PoE Speakers to play announcements
- NVR/Camera schedules can determine the times of day that announcements are played
ASP7201-IP
Internal IP Ceiling Mount Speaker
10 watt powered by standard PoE
Surface Mount and Vandal Proof options

ASP7202-IP
Internal/External IP Projector Speaker
10 watt powered by standard PoE
20 watt powered by PoE Plus

ASP7203-IP
Internal/External IP Horn Speaker
10w powered by standard PoE
20 watt powered by PoE Plus

ASP7204-IP
Internal/External IP Column Speaker
10 watt powered by standard PoE
20 watt powered by PoE Plus

ASP7205-IP
Internal Cabinet Speaker
10 watt powered by standard PoE

ASP7206-IP
Internal Pendant Speaker
10 watt powered by standard PoE
20 watt powered by PoE Plus